


WINTER SHAPES A/W 2018

Welcome to winter with warm tones, luscious textures 
and some deeply delicious combinations of shape to 
get you all warmed up. In this collection we indulge in 
classic geometry and create a series of statements that 
focus their energy into our unique rough-cut fauxpal 
technique with layers of metallic foiling, some incredibly 
subtle prints and silk strands. Less reliant on some of our 
more show-stopping techniques, this collection comes in 
a range of sizes and is easily worn from day to night by 
allowing fauxpals to do the talking. 

Basic doesn’t mean boring when Glory Box is involved. 

Made using a range reclaimed metallic leathers, the 
odd tassel and some wire wrapping techniques, and 
introducing three new colours into our Fauxpal palette 
- Uluru, Lightning Ridge and Ocean Road. Inspired by 
rugged Australian landscapes which can swing from one 
extreme to the other by nightfall. All of our jewellery 
is made by hand, from resin shape cutting to the final 
earring hook twist. 

So, hunker down and layer up! We will bring the earrings, 
you bring the reckless abandon. 



Lightning  
Ridge



Double Disc (L) 
SKU WS02

Short Long (M) 
SKU WS01

Battle Axe (S) 
SKU WS03



Two Face (M) 
SKU WS05

Mini Drop (S) 
SKU WS08

Wire-Wrapped Drop (M) 
SKU WS04

Major Major (L) 
SKU WS07

Major Blue Skies (L) 
SKU WS06



ULURU



Gold Rush (L) 
SKU WS9

Basic Tri (M) 
SKU WS10

Mini Drop (S) 
SKU WS11

Coin Slot (L) 
SKU WS12

Golden Arrow (M) 
SKU WS13



Twin Towns (L) 
SKU WS14

Thunder Egg (L) 
SKU WS15

Off the Hook Twinset (XS) 
SKU WS17

Straight and Narrow (S) 
SKU WS18

Easter Egg (L) 
SKU WS16



gReat ocean 
Road



Mini Drop ( 
SKU WS20

Reflections (M) 
SKU WS21

Rockpool (M) 
SKU WS22

Reverse Battle Axe (L) 
SKU WS23

Set Square (L) 
SKU WS19

Off The Hook Twinset 
SKU WS24

Battle Axe Tassel (L) 
SKU WS25



TERmS

Minimum for opening orders is $300, and reorders at 
$150. Please see linesheet for wholesale and RRP prices. 
Free shipping for all wholesale orders. 

New accounts are invoiced on order, and goods will  
be shipped on payment (turnaround is usually 2-3 
weeks). Regular accounts are invoiced at 30 days. All 
goods remain the property of Glory Box Designs until 
paid in full. 

Returns accepted only on faulty goods and must be 
returned within 7 days for replacement. 

Turnaround will be quoted on order confirmation. 

HOW TO ORDER

You can use the attached linesheet, or just list and email 
your order to lara@gloryboxdesigns.com 
Or you can call it in on 0450 442 177 

lara@gloryboxdesigns.com


lARA cROSS

Sydney based fashion and textile designer who uses 
her quirky visual outlook to take the seriousness out 
of fashion to inspire and defy the invisible. The only 
rule Glory Box Designs follows is ‘Layer with reckless 
abandon!’

facebook.com/gloryboxdesigns

instagram.com/gloryboxdesigns

gloryboxdesigns.com


